PRO-ABORTION VANDALISM, VIOLENCE, & INTERRUPTIONS OF WORSHIP

EARLY MAY (UNKNOWN DATE)

Katy, TX – St. Bartholomew

In May 2022, St. Bartholomew Church in Katy, Texas Was Vandalized.

In Early May 2022, St. Bartholomew Church in Katy, Texas Was Vandalized. “The pastor believes the vandalism at his church is connected to vandalism at two Catholic Churches in Katy. ‘Most definitely, it’s a result of the leak that came out last week. The Supreme Court,’ said Harris. He says the two churches vandalized in Katy are located at St. Bartholomew and St Elizabeth Ann Seton. ‘At St. Bartholomew, they tried to remove the Tabernacle, which contains the sacred presence of Christ and the Eucharist. The other church, someone tried to desecrate the Eucharist,’ Harris said.” (Randy Wallace, “3 Catholic Churches Vandalized Apparently By Activists,” KRIV, 5/9/22)

Vandals Attempted To Remove The Tabernacle And Eucharist. “The pastor believes the vandalism at his church is connected to vandalism at two Catholic Churches in Katy. ‘Most definitely, it’s a result of the leak that came out last week. The Supreme Court,’ said Harris. He says the two churches vandalized in Katy are located at St. Bartholomew and St Elizabeth Ann Seton. ‘At St. Bartholomew, they tried to remove the Tabernacle, which contains the sacred presence of Christ and the Eucharist. The other church, someone tried to desecrate the Eucharist,’ Harris said.” (Randy Wallace, “3 Catholic Churches Vandalized Apparently By Activists,” KRIV, 5/9/22)

Pastor Of Houston’s Holy Rosary Catholic Church Peter Damian Harris: “Most Definitely, It’s A Result Of The Leak That Came Out Last Week, The Supreme Court.” (Randy Wallace, “3 Catholic Churches Vandalized Apparently By Activists,” KRIV, 5/9/22)

Katy, TX – St. Elizabeth Ann Seton

In May 2022, St Elizabeth Ann Seton In Katy, Texas Was Vandalized

In Early May 2022, St Elizabeth Ann Seton In Katy, Texas Was Vandalized. “The pastor believes the vandalism at his church is connected to vandalism at two Catholic Churches in Katy. ‘Most definitely, it’s a result of the leak that came out last week. The Supreme Court,’ said Harris. He says the two churches vandalized in Katy are located at St. Bartholomew and St Elizabeth Ann Seton. ‘At St. Bartholomew, they tried to remove the Tabernacle, which contains the sacred presence of Christ and the Eucharist. The other church, someone tried to desecrate the Eucharist,’ Harris said.” (Randy Wallace, “3 Catholic Churches Vandalized Apparently By Activists,” KRIV, 5/9/22)

Vandals Attempted To Desecrate The Eucharist. “The pastor believes the vandalism at his church is connected to vandalism at two Catholic Churches in Katy. ‘Most definitely, it’s a result of the leak that came out last week. The Supreme Court,’ said Harris. He says the two churches vandalized in Katy are located at St. Bartholomew and St Elizabeth Ann Seton. ‘At St. Bartholomew, they tried to remove the Tabernacle, which contains the sacred presence of Christ and the Eucharist. The other
church, someone tried to desecrate the Eucharist,’ Harris said.” (Randy Wallace, “3 Catholic Churches Vandalized Apparently By Activists,” KRIV, 5/9/22)

**Pastor Of Houston’s Holy Rosary Catholic Church Peter Damian Harris: “Most Definitely, It's A Result Of The Leak That Came Out Last Week, The Supreme Court.”**

(Randy Wallace, “3 Catholic Churches Vandalized Apparently By Activists,” KRIV, 5/9/22)

---

**MAY 3**

**Frederick, MD**

**In May 2022, Care Net Pregnancy Center In Frederick, Maryland Was Vandalized**

On May 3, 2022, Care Net Pregnancy Center In Frederick, Maryland Was Vandalized. “Also last Tuesday, Care Net Pregnancy Center of Frederick, a faith-based CPC in Maryland, was vandalized. ‘There was a vandalism incident the other night,’ Frederick Police Chief Jason Lando told Fox News Digital. ‘It has been investigated but currently there are no leads. At this time, this appears to be an isolated incident, although our patrol officers are on alert for similar incidents, given then recent Supreme Court decision leak.’ Photos posted on Twitter showed graffiti on the Care Net building that read, ‘not real clinic,’ ‘end forced motherhood’ and ‘go to PP instead,’ referring to Planned Parenthood. ‘We didn’t shut down,’ Linda King, Executive Director of Care Net, told Timcast. ‘We continued our services. But it was pretty, you know, it’s unnerving to see that kind of vandalism, those kinds of statements. And we are a clinic, a real clinic. So to have the lie posted on our door was, you know, it’s disturbing.’” (Jessica Chasmar, “At Least 5 Pro-Life Pregnancy Centers Vandalized Within A Week Of SCOTUS Opinion Leak,” Fox News, 5/11/22)

- **Care Net Pregnancy Center Is A Faith-Based Crisis Pregnancy Center.** “Also last Tuesday, Care Net Pregnancy Center of Frederick, a faith-based CPC in Maryland, was vandalized.” (Jessica Chasmar, “At Least 5 Pro-Life Pregnancy Centers Vandalized Within A Week Of SCOTUS Opinion Leak,” Fox News, 5/11/22)

Vandalism Included Paint Reading “Not Real Clinic,” “End Forced Motherhood,” And “Go To PP Instead.” “It has been investigated but currently there are no leads. At this time, this appears to be an isolated incident, although our patrol officers are on alert for similar incidents, given then recent Supreme Court decision leak.” Photos posted on Twitter showed graffiti on the Care Net building that read, ‘not real clinic,’ ‘end forced motherhood’ and ‘go to PP instead,’ referring to Planned Parenthood.” (Jessica Chasmar, “At Least 5 Pro-Life Pregnancy Centers Vandalized Within A Week Of SCOTUS Opinion Leak,” Fox News, 5/11/22)

---

**Austin, TX**

**In May 2022, Trotter House In Austin, Texas Had A Banner Hanging Outside Torn Down And Replaced By Pro-Abortion Signs**

On May 3, 2022, Trotter House In Austin, Texas Had A Banner Hanging Outside Tore Down And Replaced By Pro-Abortion Signs. “Last Tuesday evening, a day after the leaked opinion draft made headlines, pro-choice activists protested in front of the Trotter House in Austin, Texas, and apparently tore down the organization’s banner. Videos and photos posted on Twitter showed protesters chanting, ‘my body, my choice,’ and a large white banner hanging on the front of building that said ‘Trotter House.’ A Twitter account by the name ‘Stop The Sweeps ATX’ later posted photos apparently showing the same banner crumpled in the middle of the street and signs posted on the front of the building that read, ‘I am not property,’ among other pro-choice messages. Austin police told Fox News Digital it didn’t respond to any incidents at the Trotter House address last week.” (Jessica Chasmar, “At Least 5 Pro-Life Pregnancy Centers Vandalized Within A Week Of SCOTUS Opinion Leak,” Fox News, 5/11/22)

- **Trotter House Is A Pregnancy Resource Center And Home To Central Texas Coalition For Life.** “Last night, protesters took to the streets of Austin, Texas, and targeted pro-
life organizations, posting about their actions on social media. Below is a tweet from one pro-abortion group that vandalized Trotter House, a local pregnancy resource center that is also home to Central Texas Coalition for Life.” (“Pregnancy Resource Centers In Austin Are Under Attack,” Catholic Business Journal, Accessed 6/13/22)

**Portland, OR**

**In May 2022, Multiple Downtown Buildings In Portland, Oregon Were Vandalized During A Pro-Abortion Protest**

On May 3, 2022, A Pro-Abortion Protest Was Held In Downtown Portland, Oregon. “Several hundred people gathered in Lownsdale Square in downtown Portland on Tuesday, May 3, 2022 to protest a draft opinion overturning the Roe v. Wade abortion rights by the U.S. Supreme Court.” (Dave Killen, “Protesters Gather In Downtown Portland For Abortion Rights,” The Oregonian, 5/3/22)

**Multiple Downtown Buildings In Portland Were Vandalized During The Protest.** “On the evening of Tuesday, May 3, 2022, a group gathered in the downtown area and marched at various times. During the marches, some participants committed acts of vandalism, including graffiti and broken windows that damaged government buildings, coffee shops, and others (photos). Some burning material and incendiary devices were thrown at the Mark O. Hatfield U.S. Courthouse, but it's unknown if any damage was caused. No known injuries. One arrest was made. Luke S. Anderson, 31, was booked into the Multnomah County Detention Center of charges of Reckless Burning and Disorderly Conduct in the Second Degree. Officers are assessing the scope of the damage and investigating the crimes committed. If anyone has information, including witness statements, photos, video, or other evidence, please e-mail crimetips@portlandoregon.gov and reference case number 22-117206.” (Portland Police Bureau, “UPDATE: Suspect Video/Photos Released Of Criminal Suspects Involved In May 3rd March (Photo),” Press Release, 5/6/22)

**One Person Was Arrested And Charged With “Reckless Burning” And “Disorderly Conduct In The Second Degree.”** “One arrest was made. Luke S. Anderson, 31, was booked into the Multnomah County Detention Center of charges of Reckless Burning and Disorderly Conduct in the Second Degree.” (Portland Police Bureau, “UPDATE: Suspect Video/Photos Released Of Criminal Suspects Involved In May 3rd March (Photo),” Press Release, 5/6/22)

**Los Angeles, CA**

**In May 2022, Pro-Abortion Protestors At Pershing Square In Los Angeles, California Threw Rocks And Bottles At Police Officers**

On May 3, 2022, A Pro-Abortion Protest Was Held At Pershing Square In Los Angeles, California. “Police and protesters briefly clashed in downtown Los Angeles on Tuesday night after a rally protesting the possible overturning of the U.S. Supreme Court’s Roe vs. Wade decision made its way from a federal courthouse to Pershing Square.” (Andrew J. Campa, Gregory Yee, Nathan Solis, “LAPD, Protesters Clash Downtown After Rally Against Overturning Of Roe Vs. Wade,” Los Angeles Times, 5/3/22)

**During The Event, Protestors Threw Rocks And Bottles At Police Officers.** “Receiving update on protest @ Pershing Square. A segment of the group began to take the intersection. We attempted to communicate, clear and provide dispersal order to the group. Crowd began to throw rocks and bottles at ofcers . We have one ofcr injured( Unk extent).” (Chief Michael Moore, Twitter, 5/4/22)
Police Declared The Event An Unlawful Assembly Shortly After An Intersection Was Blocked. “Around 8:30 p.m., as the gathering started to disperse, some protesters blocked the intersection of 5th and Hill streets, just outside Pershing Square. Police slowly drove a pair of vehicles into the intersection, moving about 40 protesters out of the way. Some were seen pounding on the hoods of the vehicles; most left the intersection. Police declared an unlawful assembly at 9:20 p.m. and lifted it about 20 minutes later.” (Andrew J. Campa, Gregory Yee, Nathan Solis, “LAPD, Protesters Clash Downtown After Rally Against Overturning Of Roe Vs. Wade,” Los Angeles Times, 5/3/22)

A Local Business Was Vandalized By Protestors. “A glass door at a Planet Fitness was smashed. A sizable police presence remained in downtown past 9 p.m. as a few dozen protesters roamed around the streets near City Hall.” (Andrew J. Campa, Gregory Yee, Nathan Solis, “LAPD, Protesters Clash Downtown After Rally Against Overturning Of Roe Vs. Wade,” Los Angeles Times, 5/3/22)

A Law Enforcement Vehicle Was Vandalized By A Protestor. “One person smashed the window of a law enforcement vehicle near Grand Park, and others tagged a bus stop with the words ‘Google LASD gangs.’” (Andrew J. Campa, Gregory Yee, Nathan Solis, “LAPD, Protesters Clash Downtown After Rally Against Overturning Of Roe Vs. Wade,” Los Angeles Times, 5/3/22)

Protestors Knocked Over Fences At City Hall And Spray-Painted Slogans On The Pavement. “Some stayed as 10 p.m. approached, knocking over fences at City Hall and spray-painting slogans on the pavement. The groups had largely dispersed by 10:30 p.m., and officers put fences back up. The protest was one of many around California and the nation in response to the draft opinion that was leaked to Politico on Monday night.” (Andrew J. Campa, Gregory Yee, Nathan Solis, “LAPD, protesters clash downtown after rally against overturning of Roe vs. Wade,” Los Angeles Times, 5/3/22)
MAY 4

Indianapolis, IN

In May 2022, A Students For Life Action (SFLA) Coordinator Was Assaulted By A Pro-Abortion Activist In Indianapolis, Indiana

On May 4, 2022, A Students For Life Action (SFLA) Coordinator Was Assaulted By A Pro-Abortion Activist At An Event Held At Monument Circle In Indianapolis, Indiana.

“SFLA also filed a complaint with the FBI, posting a video montage of pro-life activists being physically restrained and harassed by abortion-rights advocates, along with vandalized pregnancy centers and pro-life churches. One example comes from a May 4 ‘Defend Roe’ rally held at Indianapolis’ Monument Circle. A YouTube video of the incident shows SFLA coordinator Mary Zakrajsek, wearing a blue shirt, assaulted by an abortion-rights advocate. ‘She restrained me, screaming in my ear before finally pushing me away,’ Zakrajsek told The Dispatch of the woman who grabbed her. ‘Repeatedly I said, ‘I have a right to be here.’” Describing the situation at the Indianapolis rally, Zakrajsek said, ‘We were taunted, assaulted, shoved by hands and bicycle tires, screamed at, and pushed off the steps of the monument by the abortion lobby ... This is the irony of the abortion lobby. They call themselves ‘pro-woman’ and yet physically assault women.’” (Isaac Willour, “Pro-Life Activists Report Increasing Violence As Dobbs Decision Looms,” The Dispatch, 6/9/22)

- VIDEO: SFLA Coordinator Was Assaulted By A Pro-Abortion Activist. (Students For Life, “BLM Spokesperson Assaults Pro-Lifer,” YouTube, 5/10/22) Minute 0:00–0:14

Boulder, CO

In May 2022, Sacred Heart Of Mary Church In Boulder, CO Was Vandalized With “Messages That Support The Right To An Abortion”

On May 4, 2022, Sacred Heart Of Mary Church Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti. “Vandalism was reported at Sacred Heart of Mary Church, located at 6739 S. Boulder Road. a few days earlier on May 4. The Boulder County Sheriff’s Office (BCSO) said it responded to the church and found graffiti with anti-church and messages that support the right to an abortion. The same church was vandalized in September of last year with similar messages, although BCSO said they can't say at this time whether the two incidents are connected.” (Janet Oravetz, “FBI Investigates Church Vandalisms In Boulder, Fort Collins,” KUSA, 5/13/22)

MAY 5

Portland, OR

In May 2022, Portland Pregnancy Resource Center In Portland, Oregon Was Vandalized

On May 5, 2022, Portland Pregnancy Resource Center In Portland, Oregon Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti. “Last Thursday, the Southeast Portland Pregnancy Resource Center in Portland, Oregon, was targeted by vandals. Police are still searching for the suspects. ‘Our initial investigation indicates a group of suspects showed up at a pregnancy/medical office in the 5100 block of SE Powell Blvd Thursday morning at about 12:48a.m,’ the Portland Police Bureau told Fox News Digital. ‘They scrawled some graffiti on the wall and broke out numerous windows. If anyone has information about the suspects, they’re asked to contact us at crimetips@portlandoregon.gov and reference case number 22-118884.’ First Image, the pro-life organization that runs the pregnancy center, posted photos of smashed windows and graffiti reading, ‘F--- CPCs.’ ‘Because of the nature of the crime, it is a federal offense, and we are working with the local police and FBI in whatever way we can,’ the organization said on its website. ‘The leak from the Supreme Court this week has clearly turned up the temperature. We knew this would be the case, and
that Portland could be a particularly volatile place to be during this significant moment in our culture.” (Jessica Chasmar, “At Least 5 Pro-Life Pregnancy Centers Vandalized Within A Week Of SCOTUS Opinion Leak,” Fox News, 5/11/22)


**Armada, MI**

**In May 2022, Saint Joseph's Church And Academy In Armada, Michigan Was Vandalized After Calls From Pro-Abortion Groups To Target Catholic Churches**

On May 5, 2022, Saint Joseph's Church And Academy In Armada, Michigan Was Vandalized “In The Wake Of A Leaked Draft Opinion From A Supreme Court Case That Could Overturn Roe V. Wade.” “In the wake of a leaked draft opinion from a Supreme Court case that could overturn Roe v. Wade, a Catholic church and school in Michigan has been vandalized with vulgar graffiti. Activist Dave Reilly shared photos of the destruction of Saint Joseph’s Church and Academy in Armada on his Twitter account Friday. The images show multiple slurs, including 'F*ck Republicans Dead,' along with the numbers ‘666,’ and the pentagram, both of satanic significance. Also, the word ‘Gay’ was spray-painted onto the church and school’s sign. The church did not return a Friday comment request. The office of Gov. Gretchen Whitmer did not immediately return a comment request. The vandalism of St. Joseph’s Catholic Church follows a pattern of Catholic churches across North America being vandalized, including two that were burned to the ground in a span of days in Canada last summer.” (Peter D'Abrosca, “Michigan Catholic Church Vandalized In Wake Of SCOTUS Leak,” The Tennessee Star, 5/7/22)


**MAY 7**

**Alexandria, VA**

**In May 2022, The Office For Concerned Women For America In Alexandria, Virginia Was Vandalized**

On May 7, 2022, The Office For Pro-Life Group Concerned Women For America In Alexandria, Virginia Was Vandalized. “The office for Concerned Women for America (CWA), the nation’s largest public policy women’s organization, was allegedly vandalized Saturday night by a man after a leaked draft opinion that shows the Supreme Court may end federal protections for abortion. In a video, an unidentified man is shown ripping the organization’s intercom system from the exterior entrance and making inappropriate gestures to the camera multiple times before unzipping his pants to urinate on the door and windows. The video first aired on Tucker Carlson Tonight. In an interview with Fox News Digital, CWA President and CEO Penny Nance said the man is a ‘leftist activist’ and has a history of taunting CWA staff. ‘This has been an ongoing issue, but unfortunately, it’s escalated,’ Nance said. ‘This is an activist who has made it very clear that he doesn’t like our position on the issue of life and other issues, including the idea that biological women matter. For the last few weeks, he has harassed our staff, he's thrown things at our building, and he's thrown things on cars inside our secure parking area. But it escalated this weekend.’ Nance, who said the vandalism was discovered on Monday, told Fox News Digital she suspects that the actions taken by
the man are in ‘connection with the leaked opinion’ from the Supreme Court. ‘We've seen him for a while now,’ Nance said of the man. ‘He’s a leftist activist.’” (Kyle Morris, Andrew Murray, and Jayme Chandler, “Concerned Women For America Speak Out After Office Vandalized,” Fox News, 5/10/22)

**Video Shows The Vandal Ripping An Intercom System From The Exterior Entrance And Urinating On The Doors And Windows.** “In a video, an unidentified man is shown ripping the organization's intercom system from the exterior entrance and making inappropriate gestures to the camera multiple times before unzipping his pants to urinate on the door and windows. (Kyle Morris, Andrew Murray, and Jayme Chandler, “Concerned Women For America Speak Out After Office Vandalized,” Fox News, 5/10/22)

**CWA President And CEO Penny Nance Said Their Office Had Issues With The Alleged Vandal In The Past.** “In an interview with Fox News Digital, CWA President and CEO Penny Nance said the man is a ‘leftist activist’ and has a history of taunting CWA staff. ‘This has been an ongoing issue, but unfortunately, it's escalated,’ Nance said. ‘This is an activist who has made it very clear that he doesn't like our position on the issue of life and other issues, including the idea that biological women matter. For the last few weeks, he has harassed our staff, he's thrown things at our building, and he's thrown things on cars inside our secure parking area. But it escalated this weekend.’ Nance, who said the vandalism was discovered on Monday, told Fox News Digital she suspects that the actions taken by the man are in ‘connection with the leaked opinion’ from the Supreme Court. ‘We've seen him for a while now,’ Nance said of the man. ‘He's a leftist activist.’” (Kyle Morris, Andrew Murray, and Jayme Chandler, “Concerned Women For America Speak Out After Office Vandalized,” Fox News, 5/10/22)

- **Nance: “This Has Been An Ongoing Issue, But Unfortunately, It's Escalated.”** (Kyle Morris, Andrew Murray, and Jayme Chandler, “Concerned Women For America Speak Out After Office Vandalized,” Fox News, 5/10/22)

- **Nance: “For The Last Few Weeks, He Has Harassed Our Staff, He's Thrown Things At Our Building, And He's Thrown Things On Cars Inside Our Secure Parking Area. But It Escalated This Weekend.”** (Kyle Morris, Andrew Murray, and Jayme Chandler, “Concerned Women For America Speak Out After Office Vandalized,” Fox News, 5/10/22)

**Fort Collins, CO**

In May 2022, Saint John XXIII Catholic Church In Fort Collins, Colorado Was Vandalized

**On May 7, 2022, A Church In Fort Collins, Colorado Was Vandalized.** “The FBI Denver Field Office is looking into recent vandalism at churches in Boulder and Fort Collins that happened just days apart. A spokeswoman for the Denver FBI office said damage to religious property can be considered a federal crime. The most recent incident happened on May 7 at a church located at 1220 University Ave. in Fort Collins, according to Fort Collins Police Services (FCPS). Around 1:15 a.m. that day, an unknown person spray painted the front doors of the church and broke exterior glass panels FCPS said. Within 15 minutes, officers responded and searched the building with the help of K-9 Colt. No damage was found inside the church. Due to the location and nature of the graffiti content, FCPS said they're investigating the incident as a bias-motivated crime. ‘Using fear and destruction to make a point is completely unacceptable. If you want to make your voice heard, do it by exchanging thoughts and ideas, not by committing criminal acts,’ said Chief Jeff Swoboda. ‘We need anyone with information to come forward so this suspect can be held accountable.’” (Janet Oravetz, “FBI Investigates Church Vandalisms In Boulder, Fort Collins,” KUSA, 5/13/22)

- **Saint John XXIII Catholic Church Is Located At The Address Given By The Fort Collins Police Department.** (“Contact Us,” Saint John XXIII Catholic Church, Accessed 6/10/22)

**A Pro-Abortion Phrase Was Spray Painted On The Church’s Doors And Glass Windows Were Broken.** “Fort Collins police are asking for the public's help to find out who vandalized a Catholic church in west Fort Collins on Saturday morning. The phrase ‘my body my choice’ was spray painted on the doors of St. John XXIII Catholic Church in Campus West about 1:15 a.m. Saturday, according to a Fort Collins Police Services Facebook post. Glass windows were also broken, but no
damage was found inside, according to police. Officers responded about 1:30 a.m. and searched the building with the help of K-9 officer Colt. As of 1:30 p.m. Monday, police were still searching for the person or people responsible, spokesperson Kate Kimble said. The incident is being investigated as a bias-motivated crime, also known to as a hate crime.” (Sandy Swanson, “West Fort Collins Catholic Church Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Rights Message Saturday,” Fort Collins Coloradoan, 5/9/22)

Denton, TX – Loreto House

In May 2022, Loreto House In Denton, Texas Was Vandalized

On May 7, 2022, Loreto House, A Catholic Pro-Life Pregnancy Resource Center In Denton, Texas, Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti. “Denton police are looking for the vandal who targeted a Catholic pro-life pregnancy resource center over the weekend. The center's director says he had security concerns right after the leak of the Supreme Court's draft opinion on Roe vs. Wade. The Loreto House in Denton shared surveillance video with FOX 4 that shows what appears to be a young woman spray painting the outside of the building and then spraying the surveillance camera. On Saturday, people who work at the center found the phrases ‘forced birth is murder’ and ‘not a clinic’ on the building. A vandal was caught in the act on surveillance video around 2:30 a.m. Saturday. Their target was the Loreto House on Bonnie Brae Street, a nonprofit that provides free services to women with unplanned pregnancies. That includes items like diapers, clothes and formula but also pregnancy counseling, designed to steer a pregnant woman or teen away from choosing abortion. When Executive Director Randy Bollig arrived around 8 a.m. Saturday morning, he found the front door, entrance sign and building spray painted.” (Macy Jenkins, “Denton Pro-Life Pregnancy Center Vandalized Week After Roe V. Wade Leak,” KDFW, 5/10/22)


Denton, TX – Women to Women Resource Center

In May 2022, Women To Women Resource Center In Denton, Texas Was Vandalized

On May 7, 2022, Women To Women Resource Center In Denton, Texas Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti. “Two women's resource centers were vandalized over the weekend in Denton - Woman to Woman Resource Center and Loreto House. Both were defaced with pro-abortion rhetoric prior to the pro-abortion protest rally held in the Denton Town Square later that same day.” (Angie Gimbel, “State Lawmakers Call Vandalism At Women's Centers Terrorism, Offering Reward,” CBS DFW, 5/13/22)

Houston, TX

In May 2022, Holy Rosary Catholic Church In Houston, Texas Was Vandalized

On The Weekend Of May 7, 2022, Holy Rosary Catholic Church In Houston, Texas Was Vandalized. “It's very unfortunate that people would desecrate the church like this, take their frustration out on the church,’ said Father Peter Damian Harris, Pastor at Holy Rosary Catholic Church at 3671 Milam in Houston. When someone arrived at the church for an 8 a.m. meeting Monday morning, they saw a message saying 'Pro-Choice is Pro-Life’ painted on the main entrance to the church and a side door. Because of the incident, church has changed its hours. It will open 30 minutes before confession and mass, then close immediately after. The church will reopen at 4 p.m. for confession and mass at 5:15 p.m. ‘It's very unfortunate, but I'd rather take the necessary precautions, then run the risk of someone coming to desecrate our sacred space,’ Harris said. The pastor believes the vandalism at his church is connected to vandalism at two Catholic Churches in Katy. 'Most definitely, it's a result of the leak that came out last week. The Supreme Court,’ said Harris.” (Randy Wallace, “3 Catholic Churches Vandalized Apparently By Activists,” KRIV, 5/9/22)
“When Someone Arrived At The Church For An 8 A.M. Meeting Monday Morning, They Saw A Message Saying ‘Pro-Choice Is Pro-Life’ Painted On The Main Entrance To The Church And A Side Door.” (Randy Wallace, “3 Catholic Churches Vandalized Apparently By Activists,” KRIV, 5/9/22)

Pastor Of Houston’s Holy Rosary Catholic Church Peter Damian Harris: “Most Definitely, It's A Result Of The Leak That Came Out Last Week, The Supreme Court.” (Randy Wallace, “3 Catholic Churches Vandalized Apparently By Activists,” KRIV, 5/9/22)

MAY 8

Madison, WI

In May 2022, The Office Of Wisconsin Family Action In Madison, Wisconsin Was Vandalized And Damaged By Arson

On May 8, 2022, The Office Of Pro-Life Group Wisconsin Family Action In Madison, Wisconsin Was Vandalized And Damaged By Arson. “The office of a conservative political organization that lobbies against abortion rights was vandalized and damaged by fire on Sunday morning in Madison, Wisconsin, in what police are investigating as arson. The fire and vandalism happened at the office of Wisconsin Family Action, authorities said at a press conference Monday. WFA is a political action committee that lobbies against abortion rights and same-sex marriage, according to its website. Police Chief Shon Barnes said WFA appeared to have been targeted because of its beliefs.” (Hannah Sarisohn and Eric Levenson, “Office Of Anti-Abortion Organization In Wisconsin Targeted In Arson Attack, Police Say,” CNN, 10/9/22)

Pro-Abortion Group “Jane’s Revenge” Claimed Responsibility For The Attack. “Federal agents and detectives from the Madison police department are investigating a claim by a pro-choice group that it was behind a weekend arson attack on an anti-abortion office in Wisconsin. The headquarters of Wisconsin Family Action in Madison was attacked in the early hours of Sunday, with a molotov cocktail thrown through a window, starting a small fire, and graffiti spray-painted on an exterior wall. Nobody was hurt. In a statement reported on Tuesday by the Lincoln Journal Star, which said it was unable to verify the group’s authenticity, Jane’s Revenge said it launched the attack because of the organization’s anti-abortion stance, and demanded that similar institutions across the US disband or face ‘increasingly extreme tactics.” (Richard Luscombe, “Pro-Choice Group Claims Arson Attack On Wisconsin Anti-Abortion Office,” The Guardian, 5/10/22)

Pro-Abortion group Jane’s Revenge, which has developed a reputation for resorting to violence, claimed responsibility for the attack, which left glass shattered and much of the interior of the CompassCare office burned and destroyed, CBN News reported. The arsonists left graffiti on a wall that read, ‘Jane Was Here.’ The organization has committed multiple such incidents in the last few months, including one in which it firebombed the headquarters of Wisconsin Family Action (WFA), a pro-life group in Madison, Wis. last month.” (Caroline Downey, “Pro-Abortion Terrorists Firebomb Buffalo Pro-Life Pregnancy Center,” National Review, 6/7/22)

Keizer, OR

In May 2022, There Was An Arson And Break-In Attempt At The Office Of Oregon Right To Life In Keizer, Oregon

On May 8, 2022, There Was An Arson And Break-In Attempt At The Office Of Pro-Life Group Oregon Right To Life In Keizer, Oregon. Police have released surveillance pictures of the suspect’s vehicle in an arson and attempted break-in at the Oregon Right to Life office last Sunday night. Two explosives were thrown at the anti-abortion organization around 10:40pm on May 8th,
starting a small fire that caused minimal damage. Someone also tried to break a window. Nobody was inside the office. The vehicle the suspect was driving is white of an unknown make and model.”

("Suspect Wanted In Arson, Attempted Break-In At Oregon Right To Life Office," KXL, 5/12/22)

**Los Angeles, CA**

**In May 2022, Pro-Abortion Protestors Interrupted Worship Services Inside Cathedral Of Our Lady Of The Angels In Los Angeles, California**

On May 8, 2022, Pro-Abortion Protestors Interrupted Worship Services Inside Cathedral Of Our Lady Of The Angels In Los Angeles, California. “Protesters dressed in outfits that seemed to be inspired by ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ interrupted Mass at the Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels in downtown Los Angeles on Sunday morning, according to church officials. The group entered the cathedral during the 10 a.m. Mass, said Yannina Diaz, a spokesperson for the Archdiocese of Los Angeles. ‘Demonstrations had been anticipated across the country,’ Diaz said. ‘The incident was handled accordingly by cathedral security ensuring limited disruption of Mass. We continue to join our prayers as an Archdiocese in solidarity with the US Catholic Bishops to pray for change in our laws to help all women in need in our communities.’ Videos posted to social media seemed to indicate the demonstrators were protesting against the U.S. Supreme Court’s expected overturning of Roe vs. Wade, the 1973 decision that legalized abortion nationwide.” (Gregory Yee, “Protesters In ‘Handmaid’s Tale’ Outfits Disrupt Mass At Downtown L.A. Cathedral,” Los Angeles Times, 5/9/22)

**MAY 9**

**Manassas, VA**

**In May 2022, First Care Women’s Health In Manassas, Virginia Was Vandalized With Graffiti Declaring Abortion A Right**

On May 9, 2022, First Care Women’s Health, A Pregnancy Resource Center In Manassas, Virginia, Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti. “A Northern Virginia women’s health clinic discovered it was the target of vandalism Monday. Workers at First Care Women’s Health, off of Forestwood Lane, in Manassas, arrived to their building to find the façade and a window covered in spray paint. The graffiti said ‘Fake Clinic’, ‘Liars’, and ‘Abortion is a Right’. First Care Women’s Health educates women as to what their options are if they have an unplanned pregnancy, according to Life First Chief Executive Officer Becky Sheetz.” (John Henry, “Women’s Clinic In Northern Virginia Vandalized, Police Say,” WUSA, 5/10/22)


**Swarthmore, PA**

**In May 2022, Notre Dame De Lourdes Church In Swarthmore, Pennsylvania Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti**

On May 9, 2022, Notre Dame De Lourdes Church In Swarthmore, Pennsylvania Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti. “Police in Delaware County on Sunday were investigating the vandalism of a Roman Catholic church in Swarthmore, Ridley Township. Shortly after 9 a.m., a man discovered the three glass front doors of Notre Dame de Lourdes church had been spray-painted with the slogan: ‘You do not have the right to decide what people can do, #ProChoice.’ A side brick wall of the church was also tagged with “#ProChoice.’ The man alerted the church pastor, Father Joseph Devlin, who reported the vandalism. The principal at the adjacent church school accessed security video of the vandalism in progress and handed it over to investigators. Parishioners removed the graffiti by late afternoon.” (Sam Wood, “Roman Catholic Church In Swarthmore Vandalized With Pro-Choice Slogan,” The Philadelphia Inquirer, 5/19/22)
MAY 11

Overland Park, KS

In May 2022, An Anti-Abortion Sign At A Church In Overland Park, Kansas Was Vandalized

On May 11, 2022, The Church Of The Ascension Was Vandalized. “The Overland Park Police Department is asking for possible tips in identifying a person responsible for criminal damage to property at a church near 127th Street and Antioch Road. What we know: The incident took place at Church of the Ascension at roughly 10:20 p.m. on Wednesday, May 11, according to police.” (Lucie Krisman, “Police Investigating Damage To Abortion-Related Sign At Overland Park Church,” Blue Valley Post, 5/18/22)

A Sign Promoting An Anti-Abortion Ballot Measure Was Damaged. “In the black-and-white image shared by police, the individual can be seen standing in front of the sign, which appears to be staked into the ground on both sides and is eye-level with the individual. ... Not the first time: Residents who have re-shared police’s post on Facebook say the sign was promoting the proposed Value Them Both amendment Kansans will vote on August 2. The amendment, if approved, would nullify a 2019 Kansas Supreme Court ruling that found a right to abortion in the state constitution and pave the way for the state legislature to impose new restrictions on abortion. Overland Park Police Public Information Officer John Lacy confirmed the sign pertains to abortion.” (Lucie Krisman, “Police Investigating Damage To Abortion-Related Sign At Overland Park Church,” Blue Valley Post, 5/18/22)

- The Sign Had Been Tampered With Already On Two Prior Occasions. “He said this is the third time the church’s sign has been tampered with. The first two times, the church did not report damages, he said.” (Lucie Krisman, “Police Investigating Damage To Abortion-Related Sign At Overland Park Church,” Blue Valley Post, 5/18/22)

MAY 12

Ypsilanti, MI

In May 2022, Family Life Services In Ypsilanti, Michigan Was Vandalized Twice In Three Days

On May 11 Or May 12, 2022, Family Life Services Pregnancy Center In Ypsilanti, Michigan Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Messages. “May 11 or early May 12: Family Life Services pregnancy center in Ypsilanti, Michigan, was vandalized with pro-abortion messages sometime between the late hours of May 11 or early hours of May 12. Police were notified.” (Carole Novielli, “Pro-Abortion Violence Escalates Against Pro-Lifers At Churches, Pregnancy Centers, And More,” Live Action News, 5/16/22)

- Family Life Services Pregnancy Center Was Vandalized Again On May 14. “Live Action News was contacted by a sidewalk counselor on May 14 who said Family Life Services was vandalized a second time this past weekend. The exact date and time are unknown but they claim police were contacted again.” (Carole Novielli, “Pro-Abortion Violence Escalates Against Pro-Lifers At Churches, Pregnancy Centers, And More,” Live Action News, 5/16/22)

MAY 14

Reisterstown, MD

In May 2022, The Alpha Pregnancy Center Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Messages And A Threat Saying “If Abortions Aren’t Safe, Neither Are You”

On May 14, 2022, The Alpha Pregnancy Center In Reisterstown, Maryland Reported Being Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Messages And Threatening “If Abortions Aren’t Safe, Neither Are You.” “Baltimore County police are investigating a case of vandalism at a
pregnancy center in Reisterstown. The Alpha Pregnancy Center was supposed to host office hours Monday but was closed as police investigate vandalism that was reported Saturday morning. The spray-painted message was very intimidating for those who use and support the center. Pictures show someone spray-painted threats against the center that read: ‘If abortions aren’t safe, neither are you.’ Other messages read: ‘Not a clinic,’ and ‘You’re anti-choice and not pro-life.’” (Lowell Meiser, “Vandals Spray-Painted Threatening Messages Onto Pregnancy Center In Reisterstown,” NBC-Baltimore, 5/16/22)

**The Messages Were Signed By “Jane’s Revenge.”** “The messages were signed ‘Jane's Revenge,’ which is a group that took credit for an arson at a Wisconsin family clinic.” (Lowell Meiser, “Vandals Spray-Painted Threatening Messages Onto Pregnancy Center In Reisterstown,” NBC-Baltimore, 5/16/22)

- **“Jane’s Revenge” Is A Pro-Abortion Group Which Has Resorted To Violence Since The Leaked Supreme Court Decision Which Would Overturn Roe v. Wade.** “Pro-abortion group Jane’s Revenge, which has developed a reputation for resorting to violence, claimed responsibility for the attack, which left glass shattered and much of the interior of the CompassCare office burned and destroyed, CBN News reported. The arsonists left graffiti on a wall that read, ‘Jane Was Here.’ The organization has committed multiple such incidents in the last few months, including one in which it firebombed the headquarters of Wisconsin Family Action (WFA), a pro-life group in Madison, Wis. last month.” (Caroline Downey, “Pro-Abortion Terrorists Firebomb Buffalo Pro-Life Pregnancy Center,” National Review, 6/7/22)

**Evidence Indicated The Vandals Spray-Painted Over Security Cameras.** “There was also evidence that whoever was responsible spray-painted over surveillance cameras, which could hinder the police investigation.” (Lowell Meiser, “Vandals Spray-Painted Threatening Messages Onto Pregnancy Center In Reisterstown,” NBC-Baltimore, 5/16/22)

**Frederick, MD**

**In May 2022, BirthRight In Frederick, Maryland Was Vandalized**

**On May 15, 2022 BirthRight, A Crisis Pregnancy Center In Frederick, Maryland, Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti.** “Two more pro-life pregnancy resource centers appear to have be vandalized in Maryland over the weekend as abortion activists protest the likelihood that the U.S. Supreme Court soon may overturn Roe v. Wade. On Sunday, independent journalist Andy Ngo published photos showing pro-abortion graffiti spray-painted on the walls of Alpha Pregnancy Center in Reisterstown and BirthRight in Frederick.” (Micaiah Bilger, “Pro-Abortion Group That Firebombed Pro-Life Office Vandalizes Pregnancy Centers,” Life News, 5/16/22)

**MAY 16**

**Long Beach, CA**

**In May 2022, A Woman Snuck Into And Interrupted A Church Service At A Pro-Life Maternity Home In Long Beach, California Where She “Went Ballistic” Using Foul Language And Breaking Items**

**On May 16, 2022, A Pro-Life Maternity Home In Long Beach, California Had Its Church Services Interrupted By An “Angry Pro-Abortion Woman.”** “May 16: A pro-life maternity home in Long Beach, California, which holds regular church services for the women they serve, had their Sunday services interrupted by an angry pro-abortion woman.” (Carole Novielli, “Pro-Abortion Violence Escalates Against Pro-Lifers At Churches, Pregnancy Centers, And More,” Live Action News, 5/16/22)

**According To A Witness The Person “Snuck In And Went Ballistic” Using The “F Word” And Allegedly Breaking Items.** “According to one witness, during His Nesting Place Church Services the pro-abortion person ‘snuck in and went ballistic, cursing using the F word’ referring to the babies. She allegedly ‘broke items and looked like she was going to take out a weapon in her
backpack.” (Carole Novielli, “Pro-Abortion Violence Escalates Against Pro-Lifers At Churches, Pregnancy Centers, And More,” Live Action News, 5/16/22)

MAY 17

New York, NY

In May 2022, Vandalism Beheaded And Smashed Statues At The Our Lady Of Sorrows Catholic Church In New York City

On May 17, 2022, Vandals beheaded and smashed statues at the Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic Church in New York City. “The U.S. bishops first began noticing — and tracking — a growing number of attacks targeting Catholic churches in 2020. In recent weeks, following the leak of a Supreme Court draft in a highly-anticipated abortion case, that number has accelerated. ... May 17, 2022: New York; Vandals beheaded and smashed statues in an Our Lady of Fatima Grotto at Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic Church in New York City, according to a media advisory from the Archdiocese of New York.” (Katie Yoder, “Analysis: Catholic Church Attacks Multiply Following Supreme Court Leak,” Catholic News Agency, 5/31/22)

MAY 18

Washington, DC

In May 2022, The Supreme Court Parking Lot Was Vandalized With A Spray-Painted Message “Abort The Court Keep Abortion Safe And Legal”

Around May 18, 2022, The Supreme Court Parking Lot Was Vandalized With A Spray-Painted Message “Abort The Court Keep Abortion Safe And Legal.” “Also on May 18, Live Action News received images of vandalism spray painted on the brick wall outside the Supreme Court parking lot. It read, ‘Abort the Court Keep Abortion Safe and Legal.’” (Carole Novielli, “Pro-Abortion Violence Escalates Against Pro-Lifers At Churches, Pregnancy Centers, And More,” Live Action News, 5/16/22)

MAY 20

Portland, OR

In May 2022, A Pro-Life Billboard In Portland, OR Was Vandalized

On May 20, 2022, A Photograph Emerged Showing A Pro-Life Billboard In Portland, Oregon Vandalized With The Word “Abort The Supreme Court” Spray Painted Across It. (Andy Ngo, Twitter, 5/23/22)
MAY 21-22

Olympia, WA – Four Different Churches

Over The Weekend Of May 21 And May 22, 2022, Four Pro-Life Churches In Olympia, Washington Were Vandalized With Anarchists Bragging They Dumped Paint Over The Entryways

Over The Weekend Of May 21 To May 22, 2022, Four Churches In Olympia, Washington Were Vandalized. “Self-described anarchists took credit for vandalizing four pro-life churches in Olympia, Wash., last weekend, referring to the houses of worship as ‘patriarchal sex abuse cults’ that perpetuate the ‘violence of forced birth.’ Puget Sound Anarchists, a website that publishes writings from ‘anarchists and anti-authoritarians in the Pacific Northwest,’ shared an anonymous post declaring a Mormon church, two evangelical churches, and a Catholic church had been given ‘facelifts’ Sunday morning before services for their ‘ties to anti-abortion ‘crisis pregnancy centers.’” (Josh Christenson, “Anarchists Take Credit For Vandalizing Four Pro-Life Churches In Washington State,” The Washington Free Beacon, 5/25/22)

The Vandals Claimed To Have “Dumped Red Paint Over The Entryways And Left Messages Of ‘If Abortions Aren’t Safe, Then Neither Are You.’” “‘We dumped red paint over the entryways and left messages of ‘If abortions aren’t safe, then neither are you,’ ‘Abort the church,’ and ‘God loves abortion,’ the anarchists said. ‘We are not appealing to state power for an end to patriarchal violence, but threatening: ‘If abortions aren’t safe, then neither are you.’” (Josh Christenson, “Anarchists Take Credit For Vandalizing Four Pro-Life Churches In Washington State,” The Washington Free Beacon, 5/25/22)
Columbus, MS

The Mt. Avery Missionary Baptist Church In Columbus, Mississippi Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Messages And A “Crude Drawing Of What Appeared To Be A Sexual Assault”

The Mt. Avery Missionary Baptist Church In Columbus, Mississippi Was Vandalized Overnight On May 22. “The Lowndes County Sheriff’s Department is investigating a case of vandalism at Mt. Avery Missionary Baptist Church in Columbus. All was well when the members of the church left their place of worship on Nashville Ferry Road on Sunday. But Monday morning, it was covered with graffiti.” (Stephen Pimpo, “Graffiti Reading ‘Rape’ And ‘Incest’ Written On Small Church Vandalized In Lowndes County,” CBS-Columbus, 5/24/22)

The Graffiti Included Messages Such As “Keep Your Laws Off My Body” And Comments About Rape And Incest As Well As A “Crude Drawing Of What Appeared To Be A Sexual Assault.” “The graffiti included messages like ‘Girls just want to have fundamental human rights,’ ‘Keep your laws off my body,’ and multiple comments about rape and incest. There was also a crude drawing of what appeared to be a sexual assault.” (Stephen Pimpo, “Graffiti Reading ‘Rape’ And ‘Incest’ Written On Small Church Vandalized In Lowndes County,” CBS-Columbus, 5/24/22)

The Church Deacon Said Most Of Congregation Are On Disability. “Dismayed,’ said church deacon St. Armistad, describing his reaction. ‘I mean, why? All that came to mind.’ ... ‘Everybody is on disability that’s here,’ Armistad says. ‘Except for some young ones that attend (sometimes). You know how young people don’t attend church anymore.’” (Stephen Pimpo, “Graffiti Reading ‘Rape’ And ‘Incest’ Written On Small Church Vandalized In Lowndes County,” CBS-Columbus, 5/24/22)

MAY 24

Sebastopol, CA

In May 2022, A Photo Emerged Of A Vandalized Pro-Life Billboard In Sebastopol, California

On May 24, 2022 A Photo Emerged Of A Vandalized Pro-Life Billboard In Sebastopol, California With The Words “My Body, My Choice” Painted Over The Sign. (Radical Graffiti, Twitter, 5/24/22)
In May 2022, The Next Step Pregnancy Services Center In Lynnwood, WA Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Messages


The Vandal Smashed Several Windows And Spray-Painted Threatening Messages Including “If Abortion Isn’t Safe, You Aren’t Either.” “The center's security camera caught a lone vandal smashing several windows and spray painting threatening messages on Wednesday morning. Those messages included: 'If abortion isn't safe, you aren't either.'” (“Lynnwood's Next Step Pregnancy Services Vandalized,” NBC-Seattle, 5/27/22)

In May 2022, Pro-Abortion Extremists Vandalized The Dove Medical Pregnancy Center In Eugene, OR

On May 27, 2022, The Dove Medical Pregnancy Center In Eugene, Oregon Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti. (Andy Ngo, Twitter, 5/30/22)
MAY 28

Hollywood, FL

**Over Memorial Day Weekend, The Respect Life Office In Hollywood, Florida Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti**

Over Memorial Day Weekend, The Respect Life Office In Hollywood, Florida Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Graffiti. “Someone vandalized the archdiocesan Respect Life Office in Hollywood over the Memorial Day weekend, scrawling threatening graffiti on its outer walls. ... The vandalism took place shortly before midnight May 28, 2022. It was discovered by a cleaning crew the next day, Sunday. The misspelled threat read: ‘If abortions aren’t SAFE then neither are YOU.’” (Archdiocese Of Miami, “Respect Life Office Vandalized,” Press Release, 6/1/22)


MAY 29

Brooklyn, NY

**In May 2022, Vandals Broke Into A Catholic Church In Brooklyn, New York Decapitating Statues And Stealing A Historic Tabernacle Worth An Estimated $2 Million**


**NOTE:** It is unclear if this instance of vandalism at a Catholic church was committed by a pro-abortion activist.
The Burglar “Cut Through A Metal Protective Casing” To Access The Late 19th Century Tabernacle Which Is “Irreplaceable Due To Its Historical And Artistic Value” And Is Valued At $2 Million. “The diocese said that the burglar ‘cut through a metal protective casing’ to take the late 19th century tabernacle, which ‘is irreplaceable due to its historical and artistic value.’ Police have estimated the tabernacle’s value at $2 million.” ("Tabernacle Stolen From Brooklyn Parish Church," Catholic News Agency, 5/29/22)

The Burglars Made Off With “Some Components” Of The Video Recording Systems For The Security Cameras. “The Tablet, the Brooklyn diocese’s publication, reported that while St. Augustine’s has security cameras, ‘the burglars apparently made off with some components of the video recording system.’” ("Tabernacle Stolen From Brooklyn Parish Church," Catholic News Agency, 5/29/22)

**JUNE 2**

**Anchorage, AK**

_in June 2022, A Pro-Life Pregnancy Center In Anchorage, Alaska Was Vandalized With Graffiti, A Broken Front Door, And Nails Placed Upright In The Parking Lot_

On June 2, 2022, A Pro-Life Pregnancy Center In Anchorage, Alaska Was Vandalized With Graffiti, A Broken Front Door, And Nails Placed Upright In The Parking Lot. “A prominent pro-life pregnancy center in Anchorage was vandalized last week with graffiti, a broken front door and nails placed upright in the cracks of the parking lot. ... The incident in Anchorage happened around 1:30 a.m. on June 2 at Community Pregnancy Center on Lake Otis Parkway.” (Joel Davidson, “Anchorage Pro-Life Center Vandalized With Graffiti, Broken Glass And Nails,” Alaska Watchman, 6/9/22)

**Des Moines, IA**

_between June 2 And 3, Jane’s Revenge Vandalized The Agape Pregnancy Counseling Center In Des Moines With Graffiti Reading “Fake Clinic” And “God Loves Abortions”_

Between June 2 And 3, Jane’s Revenge Vandalized The Agape Pregnancy Counseling Center In Des Moines. “A pro-abortion rights group called Jane's Revenge is taking credit for vandalizing the Agape pregnancy counseling center in Des Moines. Police are investigating as similar vandalism is happening across the country while the Supreme Court considers overturning Roe v. Wade. 'It is vandalism. But there is a little more to it when you start putting a mission and a message behind it,' said Des Moines police spokesman Sgt. Paul Parizek. ... It happened overnight between June 2-3 and may have been captured by security cameras.” (Todd Magel, “Group Claims Responsibility For Vandalism At Des Moines Pregnancy Counseling Center,” KCCI, 6/14/22)

**Graffiti On The Building Called The Clinic A “Fake Clinic,” And Said “God Loves Abortion.”** “But this was not a random crime. A group called Jane’s Revenge posted a confession on social media. It says they are responsible. The post says quote, ‘Agape ... is a fake clinic’ and that ‘they lie to, shame and manipulate people into not getting abortions.’ They even admitted to spray painting ‘god loves abortion,’ ‘fake clinic,’ and ‘stop lying.'” (Todd Magel, “Group Claims Responsibility For Vandalism At Des Moines Pregnancy Counseling Center,” KCCI, 6/14/22)

**JUNE 3**

**Washington, DC**

_in June 2022, A Pregnancy Center In Washington, DC Was Vandalized With Pro-Abortion Messages, Red Paint, And Eggs_

Pregnancy Center show the front door splashed with red paint, windows covered in eggs, and ‘Jane says revenge’ written on the building in spray paint.” (Julia Johnson, “SEE IT: DC Anti-Abortion Pregnancy Center Vandalized, ‘Jane Says Revenge,’” Washington Examiner, 6/3/22)

**JUNE 5**

**Houston, TX**

On June 5, Pro-Abortion Activists Interrupted A Sunday Service At Houston’s Lakewood Church, Yelling “It’s My Body, My Choice” While Stripping Down To Their Underwear. “Texas abortion rights activists interrupted a Sunday service at Houston's Lakewood Church and were escorted out of the building. Members of the Texas chapter of ‘Rise Up 4 Abortion Rights’ yelled ‘It's my body, my choice’ and stripped down to their underwear before being taken out of the worship space. They continued to protest outside the building.” (Duaa Faquih, “Lakewood Church Service Interrupted By Abortion-Rights Supporters,” Houston Public Media, 6/6/22)

**JUNE 6**

**Asheville, NC**

On The Morning Of June 7, 2022, Mountain Area Pregnancy Services In Asheville, NC Was Vandalized. “A business that provides counseling for pregnant women was vandalized overnight Monday, and police are asking for help finding who is responsible. Bill Davis, with the Asheville Police Department, said the vandalism was reported at about 7:20 a.m. Tuesday at Mountain Area Pregnancy Services business, at 1710 Old Haywood Road.” (Janice Limon, “West Asheville Pregnancy Business Vandalized With Red Spray Paint; Police Looking For Vandals,” NBC-Greenville, 6/7/22)

- Pro-Abortion And Threatening Messages Were Spray Painted And Windows Were Broken. “The west Asheville business was spray-painted with threatening graffiti and windows were broken, Davis said. He said officers found that someone had written in red spray paint: 'If abortions aren't safe, neither are you!' and an anarchist symbol at the front of the building. Police also found, ‘No forced birth,’ written on the side of the building.” (Janice Limon, “West Asheville Pregnancy Business Vandalized With Red Spray Paint; Police Looking For Vandals,” NBC-Greenville, 6/7/22)

**JUNE 7**

**Buffalo, NY**

In June 2022, A Pro-Life Medical Office In Buffalo, New York Was Set Afire In A Suspected Arson Attack. “Around 3 a.m., police went to Compass Care, which is located on Eggert Road near the border of Buffalo and Amherst. When they got there, they say the building was on fire. Multiple fire companies responded, as well as fire investigators and a K-9 team from the Erie County Sheriff’s Office. The incident, which is being investigated as arson, resulted in two firefighters suffering minor injuries.” (Evan Anstey and Kayla Green, “Arson Suspected At Amherst Pregnancy Clinic,” CBS-Buffalo, 6/7/22)

- CompassCare Is A “Pro-Life Medical Office.” “CompassCare, which describes itself as 'a pro-life medical office' says that in addition to arson, the building was also vandalized with graffiti.
On the side, the words ‘Jane was here’ could be read.” (Evan Anstey and Kayla Green, “Arson Suspected At Amherst Pregnancy Clinic,” CBS-Buffalo, 6/7/22)

**Two Firefighters Suffered Minor Injuries.** “The incident, which is being investigated as arson, resulted in two firefighters suffering minor injuries.” (Evan Anstey and Kayla Green, “Arson Suspected At Amherst Pregnancy Clinic,” CBS-Buffalo, 6/7/22)

**CompassCare Had Previously Reported Threats To The FBI.** “Recently, Compass Care has received threats both online and in person which Harden reported to the FBI two weeks ago.” (Evan Anstey and Kayla Green, “Arson Suspected At Amherst Pregnancy Clinic,” CBS-Buffalo, 6/7/22)

**Pro-Abortion Group “Jane’s Revenge” Claimed Responsibility For The Attack.** “Pro-abortion terrorists firebombed a pro-life Christian pregnancy center in Buffalo, N.Y. on Tuesday, inflicting significant damage on the building and vandalizing the remains with their organization’s name. Pro-abortion group Jane’s Revenge, which has developed a reputation for resorting to violence, claimed responsibility for the attack, which left glass shattered and much of the interior of the CompassCare office burned and destroyed, CBN News reported. The arsonists left graffiti on a wall that read, ‘Jane Was Here.’ The organization has committed multiple such incidents in the last few months, including one in which it firebombed the headquarters of Wisconsin Family Action (WFA), a pro-life group in Madison, Wis. last month.” (Caroline Downey, “Pro-Abortion Terrorists Firebomb Buffalo Pro-Life Pregnancy Center,” National Review, 6/7/22)

- **“Jane’s Revenge” Is A Pro-Abortion Group Which Has Resorted To Violence Since The Leaked Supreme Court Decision Which Would Overturn Roe v. Wade.** “Pro-abortion group Jane’s Revenge, which has developed a reputation for resorting to violence, claimed responsibility for the attack, which left glass shattered and much of the interior of the CompassCare office burned and destroyed, CBN News reported. The arsonists left graffiti on a wall that read, ‘Jane Was Here.’ The organization has committed multiple such incidents in the last few months, including one in which it firebombed the headquarters of Wisconsin Family Action (WFA), a pro-life group in Madison, Wis. last month.” (Caroline Downey, “Pro-Abortion Terrorists Firebomb Buffalo Pro-Life Pregnancy Center,” National Review, 6/7/22)

JUNE 8

**Vancouver, WA**

In June 2022, A Pro-Life Pregnancy Crisis Center In Vancouver, Washington Was Vandalized With Red Paint.

On June 8, 2022, Options360 Women’s Clinic, A “Faith-Based Pro-Life Pregnancy Crisis Center” In Vancouver, Washington Was Vandalized With Red Paint. “A faith-based pro-life pregnancy crisis center in Vancouver, Washington was vandalized by far-left extremists in a targeted attack late Wednesday night as tensions rise across the nation following the SCOTUS draft leak opinion that overturns abortion landmark ruling Roe v. Wade. ... Options360 Women’s Clinic, a pregnancy crisis center that provides educational and medical services related to sexual health, was found doused in red paint. Written on the walls in red of the building’s exterior was ‘Jane’s Revenge.’” (Katie Daviscourt, “WA State Pro-Life Pregnancy Center Vandalized By ‘Jane’s Revenge’ Militants,” The Post Millennial, 6/9/22)

Chevy Chase, MD

**In June 2022, A Pro-Abortion Advocate Who Planned To Kill Justice Brett Kavanaugh Was Arrested Outside Kavanaugh’s Home In Chevy Chase, Maryland And Charged With Attempted Murder**

On June 8, 2022, An Armed Man Who Planned To Kill Justice Brett Kavanaugh Was Arrested Outside Kavanaugh’s Home In Chevy Chase, Maryland And Charged With Attempted Murder. “A California man armed with a handgun who planned to kill Brett Kavanaugh
was charged with attempted murder on Wednesday after being arrested near the U.S. Supreme Court justice's Maryland home, voicing dismay about expected rulings curtailing abortion access and expanding gun rights, authorities said. The man, identified as 26-year-old Nicholas Roske of the Los Angeles suburb of Simi Valley, was carrying a handgun he had purchased for the purpose of killing Kavanaugh as well as ammunition, a crow bar, pepper spray and other items, according to an affidavit signed by an FBI agent.” (Lawrence Hurley, “Man Charged With Attempted Murder Of U.S. Supreme Court Justice Kavanaugh,” Reuters, 6/8/11)

The Man Told Authorities He Was Upset About The Leaked Draft Opinion Concerning Abortion. “Kavanaugh's home in the Washington suburb of Chevy Chase has been the site of some protests by abortion-rights advocates since the May 2 publication of a leaked draft opinion indicating the court was poised to overturn its landmark 1973 Roe v. Wade decision that legalized abortion nationwide. Roske told authorities he was upset about the draft opinion as well as about last month’s mass shooting at a school in Uvalde, Texas, the affidavit said.” (Lawrence Hurley, “Man Charged With Attempted Murder Of U.S. Supreme Court Justice Kavanaugh,” Reuters, 6/8/11)

JUNE 11

Philadelphia, PA

The Hope Pregnancy Center In Philadelphia Was Vandalized And Had Windows Smashed Out By An Anonymous Person Who Claimed These “Attacks Will Broaden” If “The Attack On Abortion Does Not Stop”

On June 11, The Hope Pregnancy Center In Philadelphia Was Vandalized With Graffiti And Had Four Windows Smashed. “A pro-life pregnancy center in Philadelphia was vandalized last weekend with smashed windows and graffiti. Latrice Booker, director of Hope Pregnancy Center in Philadelphia, told CNA that when she drove by her clinic Saturday, June 11, she found four windows smashed, with one written on with graffiti. It is unclear what the graffiti says. Three glass doors were smashed as well, she said.” (Joe Bukuras, “Another Pro-Life Clinic Attacked, This One In Philadelphia,” Catholic News Agency, 6/15/22)

Damages To The Center Were Estimated At “Around $15,000.” “She estimated the damages to be around $15,000. As of Tuesday afternoon, the windows were boarded up and the clinic is in the process of repairs. They are still open for business, she said.” (Joe Bukuras, “Another Pro-Life Clinic Attacked, This One In Philadelphia,” Catholic News Agency, 6/15/22)

An Online Blog Post From Someone Claiming Credit For The Damage Called The Center A “Fake Clinic” And Said They Were Tired Of The Group’s “Family Values.” “An online blog post on the website phlanticap.noblogs.org dated June 12 contains a message of someone claiming responsibility for the vandalism under the name ‘Anti Hope Brigade.’ ‘We smashed out all of the windows of the “Hope” pregnancy center on Broad st. We are tired of your “family values” and you forcing families, and your values onto our bodies. This fake clinic spread lies and is part of a broader attempt to strip away body autonomy from hundreds of women and people,’ the post says.” (Joe Bukuras, “Another Pro-Life Clinic Attacked, This One In Philadelphia,” Catholic News Agency, 6/15/22)

• The Blog Post Said They Were Inspired By The “Actions Of Comrades In Wisconsin, Colorado, New York, And A Growing List Of Places.” “The post also says that the vandalism was inspired by the ‘actions of comrades in Wisconsin, Colorado, New York, and a growing list of places.’ Attacks on either pro-life pregnancy centers or pro-life churches have occurred in each of those states.” (Joe Bukuras, “Another Pro-Life Clinic Attacked, This One In Philadelphia,” Catholic News Agency, 6/15/22)

• The Poster Claimed Their “Attacks Will Broaden” If “The Attack On Abortion Does Not Stop.” “If the attack on abortion does not stop our attacks will broaden,’ the post says. ‘This is also intended as a small gesture of complicity with all those imprisoned by the state, in honor of June 11th.’” (Joe Bukuras, “Another Pro-Life Clinic Attacked, This One In Philadelphia,” Catholic News Agency, 6/15/22)
**Gresham, OR**

The Gresham Pregnancy Resource Center in Gresham, Oregon was set on fire after an incendiary device was thrown through a window.

The Gresham Pregnancy Resource Center in Gresham, Oregon was set on fire after an incendiary device was thrown through a window. “Our Gresham Pregnancy Resource Center was set on fire this morning at about 3 am. From initial investigations by Police and Fire authorities, it appears an incendiary device was thrown through a window.” (Ashley Mills, “Gresham Center Set On Fire,” First Image, 6/11/22)